A Page in a Book
Books for When the Mood Strikes
When a bad mood arrives on the scene, it can be contagious to everyone
within its reach, and certainly has its own ill effects on patient zero. As adults,
we have a lifetime to cultivate various coping strategies and ways to minimize
the effect our grumpy moments have on those around us. But kids are still at the
front end of experiencing bad moods and struggling with management of same.
Learning ways to keep the peace and resolve issues that bring them down is an
important part of growing up. The following titles share lighthearted insights that
can help kids work around those times that morph our moods for the worse.

Field Guide to the Grumpasaurus

by Edward Hemingway (Clarion / Houghton Mifflin Harcourt)
The unexpected appearance of the Grumpasaurus can be startling. It’s arrival can be triggered by something as simple as a broken toy, but once Badmoodicus Grumpasouricus is on the
scene, a savvy observer can spot tell-tale signs that will help them survive in its presence. Sulking
may be an early warning sign of pending outbursts (and the repercussions that may follow). Caution is advised when approaching these creatures until they can be calmed. Using this charming
field guide, young readers can explore the evolution of a bad mood and recognize the tools that
may help send an unwelcome Grumpasaurus on its way.

Meanie Head

by Bruce Eric Kaplan (Simon & Schuster)
When Eve and Henry both reach for the same toy, at the same time, their simple disagreement quickly escalates into a sibling conflict of epic proportions. Anger triggers shouting, followed by a shove. The fighting expands and the coveted toy is thrown, breaking their
mother’s lamp. Their darkening moods feed the feud which spreads out of their home, into the
neighborhood, and beyond. Fires, bulldozers and opposing football teams enter the fray as
a brother and sister’s bad moods feed a growing cataclysm. Only cool heads can reel in the
anger before it goes too far. Uncomplicated illustrations tame the whimsically terrifying effects
that can result when a Meanie Head gets the better of us.

How Do Dinosaurs Stay Friends?

by Jane Yolen and Mark Teague (Scholastic)
The larger-than-life young dinosaurs from Yolen and Teague are perfect partners to highlight
common conflict behaviors that kids struggle with, and learn to overcome. When these dinosaurs
get moody with their friends, the following scowls, shoves and tantrums are comically rendered in
super-sized living color. And after the dust settles, solutions and redemption for dinosaur friends
are likewise illustrated in adorably helpful ways. By nudging kids to recognize behaviors that affect themselves and others in a negative way, this title gently serves up solutions that can turn bad
mood moments around and keep friends, friendly!

Find more reading recommendations at www.PageBookMedia.com.
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Money Toys Make Sense

Recommending the Best Toys
and Products for Kids

As our regular partners on daily errands, children also
have a front row seat to observe our financial transactions along the way. Kids see us swipe debit cards,
listen to us count change and even watch us struggle
to remember our PayPal passwords. Introducing
commerce and currency through play can take the
mystery out of money. The following toys help kids
understand the coin of the realm and start their own
smart money habits.

by Gerry Paige Smith

Laugh and Learn
Piggy Bank

Just Like Home
Cash Register

Piggy banks are often a child’s
first introduction to the notion of saving
money. Fisher-Price expands on the
traditional pig with the Laugh and Learn
Piggy Bank that turns coin play into a
full sensory experience. In addition to
dropping colorful over-sized coins into
the slotted back (and retrieving them
easily through the big side door), the
bank offers interactive features as well. Pressing the pig’s nose generates silly songs, music and entertaining phrases. The level of learning
can be adjusted between two settings; the first offers basic words
and sounds for wee ones, the second adds simple directions, colors,
numbers and Spanish for the older tot.

Giving kids the opportunity
to explore commerce from the
other side of the aisle, the Just
Like Home Cash Register offers
a simplified experience of the
retail end of shopping. Children
can use the hand-held scanner
to light up the included grocery
items on the movable conveyor
belt. The register processes payments using the credit card slot or
play money transactions through the pop-open cash drawer. There’s
also a working calculator that reinforces counting and number skills.
Sized for the preschool set and available in different colors, the Just
Like Home Cash Register adds valuable learning to pretend play.

(Fisher-Price)

(My Cash Register)

Magic Penny
Magnet

ATM Savings Bank
(Peers Hardy)

An automated teller machine (ATM)
is an ideal way to demonstrate the intersection of real currency and electronic
banking. This kid-sized version simplifies the process of depositing money
and keeping a digital record of transactions. The battery-operated machine
lets young bankers set up their own
pass code which is used in combination
with the included ATM card to make deposits and withdrawals, while
keeping a digital record of their account. The ATM reads coin amount
deposited in the slot, but paper money amounts are entered manually.
Correct entries support an accurate balance, fostering the importance
of diligence when managing money. This personal banking tool give
kids a great early understanding of personal finance.

(Dowling Magnets)

Handling money takes
many forms. Beyond the
counting of coin, an appreciation for its form and properties can also be educational
and entertaining. The Magic
Penny Magnet Set features
a super magnetic base and 32 freshly minted British coins (plus a
bonus U.S. penny). The powerful attraction of the magnets allows
kids (and adults) to explore building structures and shapes with the
coins as they connect and bond through force alone. Guided by the
included activity book or simply enjoying independent creativity, this
set supports an interest in coin that goes beyond its monetary value.

Gerry Paige Smith is a syndicated columnist recommending the best products for kids and their families. Discover more at www.PageBookMedia.com
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